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Abstract 
Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) is a method for reasoning on change in organisations. It 
tackles different aspects of organisations : who does what, how and why. Applying EKD is an iterative, 
non-linear and guided process. Guidance is based on a decision making pattern that promotes a situation 
and decision-oriented view. The claim is that EKD engineers are repeatedly faced with situations that 
need them to make decisions. Thanks to the use of the decision making pattern together with domain 
specific, EKD specific or generic knowledge, the EKD process systematically provides guidance. Generic 
guidance is the default option that includes the co-operative aspects of decision making. 
 
Keywords: Enterprise Knowledge Engineering, Design Process, Change Process, Decision Making, 
Guidance, Co-operative Work. 
1. Introduction 
 It is traditional to look at any engineering activity from both a product and process point of 
view. The product is the desired result, the process is the route followed to reach that result. 
Methods have classically focused on the product aspect of systems development and have paid 
less attention to the description of formally defined ways-of-working which could be supported 
by CASE environments. Clearly, there is an important demand for methods and tools where 
process guidance is offered to provide advice on what activities are appropriate to which 
situations and how to perform them [16], [46], [52], [62]. 
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 The Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) method [9] attempts to provide such 
guidance by splitting it into three complementary elements: 
(1) a set of models used for describing the system to be constructed and the organisation in 
which it is to operate, 
(2) a way-of-working (a set of rules and heuristics) supporting the usage of concepts, and 
(3) a set of tools supporting the way-of-working. 
 This method is currently being applied in the context of the ESPRIT project ELEKTRA 
[17] for re-organising electricity companies and designing new solutions [49], [50], [51]. 
 This paper presents the EKD way-of-working. The way-of-working allows a user to manage 
the EKD process in a structured way rather than by intuition. It provides advise on what should 
be considered during this process (goals, actors, resources, etc.), why and how it should be 
analysed (goal decomposition, actors dependency study, etc.) by following some relevant 
techniques (brainstorming, goal templates, etc.). It also suggests which problem should be 
tackled next and provides some arguments to help in making the most appropriate design 
decisions. Finally, it includes means to support co-operative work processes. Thus, some 
process automation is possible and there are tracing facilities to ensure the recording of the 
rationale for the decisions. 
 This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sets the terminology and the background of 
our proposal. Section 3 presents an overview of the EKD way-of-working. Section 4 presents 
the guidance in the EKD process. Section 5 focuses on the global and incremental view of the 
EKD process. Examples presented in this report are based on the F3 Air Traffic Control (ATC) 
case study [22]. 
2. Background and Terminology 
2.1. Terminology 
 A product is the desired output of the design process. Within EKD, the product is a set of 
elements describing the system to be constructed and the organisation in which it will operate. 
 A process describes the order and decisions made in constructing the product. It shows how the 
product has been constructed in a descriptive manner. If the product comprises the goal "Improve 
customer satisfaction" and this goal is decomposed into a set of sub-goals (such as "Improve desk 
services", "Improve time response to customer request", etc.), the process comprises elements stating 
that "Improve customer satisfaction" has been identified first and then, two sub-goals have been 
identified and associated with the goal. 
 A process and its related product are specific to an application, they are defined at an 
instance level. 
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 A product model defines the set of concepts and constraints used by an engineer for 
defining a product together with their properties and relationships. A product model is an 
abstraction of many similar products. 
 A process model is a description of processes at the type level. It may serve two distinct 
purposes: descriptive or prescriptive [11], [34]. A descriptive process model aims at recording 
and providing a trace of what happens during the development process. Examples of 
descriptive process model can be found in [23] and [44]. A prescriptive process model is used 
to describe "how things must/should/could be done". Prescriptive process models are often 
referred to as ways-of-working [56]. 
 A process model and its related product model are specific to a method, they are defined at 
the type level. 
 A product meta-model is a set of generic concepts that represent any product model. For 
instance, a product meta-model would describe a product model as a set of "concepts" having 
"properties" and "constraints", and a set of "relationships" between the concepts. 
 A process meta-model provides a set of generic concepts to represent any process model. 
This ensures the process representations constructed from the meta-model to be generic and, 
when combined with the product meta-model, ensures method independence. Examples of 
process meta-models can be found in [26], [36] and [47]. A simple process meta-model would 
define the concept of "action" and a "precedence" relationship between actions. It could be 
related to the example of product meta-model by stating that an "action" creates or deletes a 
"concept", a "constraint", a "relationship", etc.. 
 A process meta-model and its related product meta-model are method independent, they are 
defined at the meta-type level. 
 The abstraction levels for products have been standardised in [28]. The IRDS (Information 
Resource Dictionary Systems) is organised along the dimension of data models abstraction 
with four levels. Level n+1 (called the defining level) constitutes a type system for the level n 
(the defined level). Level n+1 defines the language in which level n can be specified. In 
increasing order of abstraction, the four levels are: the Application level, the IRD level, the 
IRD definition level and the IRD definition schema level. At the Application level, data (e.g. 
the aircraft pilot is named "Jones") are recorded by database application programs. At the IRD 
level, the product is defined (e.g. the actor "Pilot" has the goal "Minimise the risk of the 
aircraft crashing"). The IRD definition level is where a product model (e.g. the concepts of 
"actor", "goal") is defined, whereas the IRD definition schema level is where the product meta-
model is defined. With regard to our terminology, the IRD level corresponds to the instance 
level, the IRD definition level corresponds to the type level and the IRD definition schema 
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level corresponds to the meta-type level. 
 There is still no standard for process abstraction. However, it is possible to contrast it with 
the IRDS standard and levels of abstraction for processes. As shown in figure 1, a process is an 
instance of a process model defined at the instance level. For instance, the process records that 
the goal "Minimise the risk of aircraft crashing" is identified first and then it is decomposed 
into a set of sub-goals. The underlying process model is described at the type level, it states that 
decomposing a goal can be performed after the identification of the goal. A process model is an 
instance of a process meta-model. A process meta-model is defined at the meta-type level. 
Based on this, the previous example of process model is an instance of a process meta-model 
allowing a description of concepts that can be identified in sequence. 
 Putting those examples together highlights the relationships between process and product. 
The process keeps track of how the product has been constructed in a descriptive manner. 
Similarly a process model defines how to use the concepts defined within a product model. 
Finally, a process meta-model refers to the meta-types of the product meta-model. 
2.2. Background 
 A study of the state-of-the-art suggests that existing process models can be classified into 
three categories [14]: activity-oriented models, product-oriented models, and decision-oriented 
models. Each category has an underlying paradigm that may be examined in terms of its 
appropriateness to change process modelling.  
 2.2.1. Activity-oriented models 
 Activity-oriented models are dominant in the literature, probably because they advocate an 
intuitive way of problem solving: establish a plan of actions and apply the actions following the 
order prescribed in the plan. These models attempt to describe the development process as a set 
of activities with conditions constraining the order of the activities. The difference between 
these models relies on the variety of ways that they allow the designer to express the system 
and the associated languages. Refer to [20] for a comprehensive survey of activity-oriented 
models. 
 Activity-oriented models were inspired by generic system development approaches (e.g. the 
Waterfall model [54], the Spiral model [7], the Fountain model [25], etc.). The underlying 
paradigm is one of hierarchical decomposition of activities. Initially, the aim of such process 
models was to define a general framework for system definition and implementation by 
providing a process description at a very high level of granularity (the different steps of the 
development and their linking). However, such models can also be used for decomposing 
macro-activities from a large step into micro-activities of smaller steps. Practically, a large 
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number of methods have been using this type of model. The OMT method [55], for instance, 
suggests the following sequence of activities: 1) establish an initial description of the problem, 
2) construct an Object Model, 3) construct a Dynamic Model and 4) construct a Functional 
Model. Each of these activities is decomposed into smaller activities. 
 The process meta-model corresponding to this class of models is based on the two concepts 
of activity and activity linking condition. 
 In addition, these models have often used informal means for process description such as 
natural language or diagrams with informal semantics. This has made them hard to analyse, to 
improve or to follow systematically. 
 The recent emergence of formal software process models (e.g. [3], [20]) is likely to make 
activity-oriented process models better suit the new goals of process engineering. However, 
very few modelling approaches rely on "formal foundations"; most define how to operate more 
or less informally. This new generation of process models remains activity-oriented even 
though the initial activity decomposition paradigm has been extended in various ways: Petri 
nets in EPOS [29] and SPADE [4], rule based in MERLIN [18], ALF [6], Marvel [31], EPOS, 
and triggers in ADELE [5] and MVP-L [20]. It is interesting to notice that formality relates to 
the underlying programming languages: Smalltalk for E3, various Prolog dialects for EPOS, 
Oikos [1] and PEACE [20], PS-Algol for PWI [29]. 
 Most of these models were inspired by the programming process introduced in [41] which 
makes an analogy between computer programs and the development processes : a development 
process should be described as a program and expressed in one or several languages, similar to 
programming languages. Once described, the process program (or model) can be enacted. The 
process model is then used to control the execution of the process from which it is an instance 
of. Bandinelli et al state that "In a process centred environment, a process plays the role of a 
program to be executed in order to control and manage the process". Many activity-oriented 
process models are based on this hypothesis in despite of the criticism of [33], which argues 
that process programming only allows one to represent the well assimilated parts of processes 
not the creative parts essential to development, for instance in the use of heuristic, the choice of 
alternatives, back tracking decision, etc.. 
 Activity-oriented process models do not explain how the product is constructed, what the 
input and output of the activities are, and why activities are performed. The linear view of 
activity decomposition promoted by this paradigm is inadequate to model the change process, 
because of all the alternatives that must be considered. Procedural representations cannot 
incorporate the rationale underlying the process and therefore do not permit reasoning about 
engineering choices based on existing alternatives. It is unrealistic to plan what will happen in 
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an entirely sequential manner. Finally, the linear view is also inadequate for ways-of-working 
which have to support backtracking, reuse of previous designs, and parallel engineering. These 
are necessary in the context of EKD. 
 2.2.2. Product-oriented models 
 The product-oriented process models define the development process through the evolution 
of the product. They promote a view of a development process which is centred around a 
development activity but, additionally, link development activities to the product. Furthermore, 
the conditions for triggering activities are specified over the life of the product. The underlying 
process meta-model is built on three concepts: product state, activity and state transition. 
 Product-oriented models do not put forward the activities of a process but rather the result 
of these activities. They establish an explicit link between the activities and the resulting 
product. The ViewPoints model [19] and the development process model proposed in the 
European Software Factory (ESF) project [21] belong to this category. Others product models 
have been proposed in the literature [37], [59]. We illustrate this class of models with the EPM 
model [27] which considers development processes as successions of state transitions of 
product elements called entities. At a given point in time, an entity is in a unique state. For 
example, a program module can be in the "none" state - the initial state - in the "under 
development" or "tested and transferred" state - the final state. States are either active, if the 
entity is currently under transformation - e.g. "under development" - or passive - e.g. "tested 
and transferred". State transitions are triggered by events, possibly under conditions. A state 
can be decomposed into sub-states, leading to internal state transitions. Thus, the model 
includes the meaningful elements of a process model, the product elements, and permits an 
accurate measure of the level of progress in the process. Analysing the states allows the 
designer to consider completed entities rather than a vague and partial progress measurement of 
an activity, such as that suggested by activity-oriented process models. State diagrams are used 
in the specification and design phases of large and complex event-driven systems which have to 
continuously interact on internal and external stimuli [24]. 
 A positive aspect of the product-oriented approaches is that they model the evolution of the 
product and couple the product state to the activities that generate this state. They are useful for 
tracing the transformations performed and their resulting products. However as far as guidance 
is concerned, and considering the highly non-deterministic nature of the EKD process, it is 
probably difficult to write down a realistic state-transition diagram that adequately describes 
what has to happen during the EKD process. 
 2.2.3. Decision-oriented models 
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 The most recent class of process models follows a decision-oriented paradigm. The 
successive transformations of the product are looked upon as consequences of decisions. 
According to these models, a way-of-working does not only specify the linking of activities or 
product states but also the intention behind the execution of activities and their linkings. 
 The process models of the IBIS [43], DAIDA [30], [53] and NATURE [48] projects fall 
into this category. Such models are semantically more powerful than product-oriented models 
because they explain not only how the process proceeds but also why transformations happen. 
The concept of Action or Activity is put in the background while the intention that results in a 
decision is pushed into the foreground. For example, while constructing an actor model, the 
creation of the actor "Pilot" becomes secondary, whereas the intention : "we need to represent 
pilots", becomes predominant. The intentions are often motivated by arguments that strengthen 
or refute them. In the example, pro and con arguments will be associated with the decision to 
create the actor "Pilot". The fact that pilots are responsible for the execution of the take off, 
landing, etc. is a pro argument for this decision. 
 The IBIS model put the emphasis on decision making and its rationale, the development 
process is modelled by showing reasons why each decision was made. The purpose is to 
represent a decision process as a network, essentially composed of issues, positions, and 
arguments. The IBIS model and its derivatives - the REMAP model [45], the PDS model [13] 
from the ESPRIT II project MACS and its associated language DRL (Decision Representation 
Language) [32] - focus on tracing processes, they are descriptive models. 
 This type of models allows a user to capture more process knowledge than the two other 
approaches. Decision-oriented models are not only able to explain how but also why the 
process proceeds. Their enactment should control the performance of actions -as activity and 
product-oriented models can do-, and also be able to (a) guide the decision making process that 
shapes the development, (b) help reasoning about the rationale of decisions, and (c) record the 
associated deliberation process. 
 2.2.4. Discussion 
 Putting aside the different expression formalisms, activity and product-oriented models 
have similar expressiveness capabilities. Though this expressiveness suits the modelling of 
program development and test processes, it is not sufficient for modelling analysis processes 
where human reasoning is a major component. The execution of the activities of such processes 
are the consequence of human decisions. Decision-oriented models allow the user to trace 
processes, highlighting why decisions were made and thus facilitating the introduction of 
change in systems requirements. 
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 Thus a decision-oriented modelling paradigm seems to be the most appropriate for the EKD 
process both for trace and guidance purposes. The addition of a capability to record the design 
decisions facilitates understanding of the engineer's intention and thus, better reuse of the 
results. However, EKD processes are not adequately covered in existing decision-oriented 
models. At any time, an EKD engineer is in a situation that he/she views with some specific 
intention. His/her reaction depends on both these factors ; i.e. on the context in which he/she is 
placed. He/she reacts contextually, often by analogy with previous situations in which he/she 
has been involved [48]. 
3. An overview of the EKD process 
3.1. The EKD process is guided 
 First, we consider any EKD process as a decision making one, i.e. non deterministic. It is 
performed by responsible agents having the freedom to decide how to proceed according to 
their evaluation of their situation. Agents do not necessarily follow a predefined plan of action. 
Defining and implementing change requires a number of decisions to be made : what to 
consider in the existing organisation ; what shall be improved ; the alternative solutions ; the 
selection of the most appropriate solution ; etc..  
 Secondly, the EKD process cannot be ad-hoc and chaotic. It cannot be only based on 
intuition and personnel behaviour of engineers and stakeholders. We look to it as a repeatable 
process made of steps resulting from the application of a pattern for decision making. The 
pattern is generic, in the sense that it is applicable to any decision making activity. The 
proposed EKD way-of-working is entirely based on this pattern. 
 Third, the pattern views a decision as the choice of the way to proceed in a given situation 
to achieve an intention. A decision is contextual ; i.e., both situation and intention driven. The 
rationale is that, following a decision based approach per se is not enough in our setting. As a 
matter of fact, the intention to "reorganising the airport in order to increase passenger traffic", 
may be implemented in different ways, depending on the airport to be reorganised. Indeed, an 
intention can be fulfilled in different ways depending on the situation being considered. In 
order to take this aspect into account, we propose to fully associate the intention and the 
situation in a context. 
 Definition 1 : A situation is a part of the product it makes sense to make decision on. A 
situation can be defined at various levels of granularity, it can be a single element of the 
product - for example a class in an OMT object model [55] - or a composition of product parts - 
for example a complete object model representing the Paris-Roissy Airport today.  
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 Definition 2 : An intention expresses what the engineer wants to achieve, it is a goal. An 
intention can be strategic or operational allowing various levels of granularity in the decision 
making process. For instance, a strategic intention can be "define an object model" or "increase 
passenger traffic" whereas an operational intention can be "add a new attribute to a class" or 
"add a check-in desk". A strategic intention corresponds to a high level requirement that needs 
to be further decomposed into more detailed intentions whereas an operational intention can be 
implemented into a sequence of actions. 
 Definition 3 : A context is the association of a given situation and an intention that the 
EKD engineer wants to achieve in this very situation. We use this concept as the basic building 
block for describing an EKD process.  
 In the remaining the paper, the terms "situation", "intention" and "context" will be used 
with these specific meanings. 
 
 Therefore, within EKD, any process element is described as a couple <situation, intention>, 
such as: 
<The Paris-Roissy Airport today, Operationalise goal "increase passenger traffic">, 
<Goal G1: "Maintain separation standards between planes", Find design model satisfying goal 
G1>, etc.. 
 Thus, any process model is described as a set of context types -situations are described at 
the type level. We could define context types such as: 
<Goal X, Operationalise goal X>, 
<Goal Y, Find design model satisfying goal Y>, etc.. 
 
 Therefore, if we visualise the decision making pattern (figure 2) as having an input, a body 
and an output, the input is a couple <situation, intention>, i.e. a context. In some sense the 
pattern is bounded by the situation and the associated intention. It is close to the notion of 
context used in Artificial Intelligence [58].  
 Change engineering requires a complex process to take place. However, there are some 
steps during the performance of this process that are grounded on knowledge.  
 First, there is heuristical knowledge that consists of the know-how of EKD engineers. For 
instance, when trying to operationalise the goal "increase passenger traffic in an airport" in the 
context of the Roissy airport, he/she may refer to the experience gained during the 
reorganisation of London’s Heathrow airport and recall that the goal "increase passenger traffic 
in an airport" was articulated into two complementary sub-goals. 
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 Secondly, an engineer may try to reuse knowledge independent of any particular domain but 
specific to EKD. For instance, while classifying a goal, he/she refers to some existing and well 
understood categories, the elements guiding his/her selection of the appropriate class are 
known a priori, they are reused for the classification of every goal. Similarly, the 
operationalisation of a goal follows some patterns: a goal can be reduced to a set of alternatives 
or to concomitant goals or it can be expressed through a business rule. This type of knowledge 
is specific to EKD and can be used in any organisational setting. 
 Finally, when an engineer has to solve a new design problem, he/she could structure his/her 
reasoning by looking for alternative ways to solve the problem or by decomposing the problem 
into smaller problems. This type of knowledge is fully generic and not tailored to EKD. 
 
 The body of the decision making pattern provides the knowledge to make the decision. The 
pattern is intended to provide guidance on how to proceed to achieve the intention in the given 
situation. 
 Our approach provides, three types of guidance: generic guidance, EKD guidance and 
domain specific guidance. Generic guidance is independent of any specific methodology 
supporting decision making; e.g. not specific to EKD. It can be seen as the common set of rules 
for guiding decision making and is based on generic method knowledge. The rule "proceed in 
the achievement of a goal by identifying alternative choices that make this goal executable 
through actions" is an example of generic guidance. 
 EKD guidance is tailored to the way EKD envisions a change process to occur. Providing a 
rule for “classifying a business objective into one of the objective classes : "achieve", "avoid", 
"cease", "extend" or "maintain"” is specific to EKD. It is based on EKD method knowledge. 
 Domain specific guidance depends on the application domain. Any guideline related to Air 
Traffic Control belongs to this type. It is based on domain specific method knowledge. 
 As depicted in figure 3, the three types of guidance can be related to the levels of 
abstraction. 
 
 The output of the decision making pattern is of two different types : an action performed on 
the product being designed or a new situation coupled to an intention. It is the nature of 
intention that determines the output type. 
 Intentions such as “Operationalise the goal "increase passenger traffic"” are high level 
objectives that cannot be immediately implemented through actions in one step of the process. 
The refinement of the intention might require several steps, each of them contributing to the 
operationalisation of the goal. The decision making in one of these steps consists of generating 
a new context, i.e. a couple <situation, intention>. “Operationalise the goal "increase passenger 
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traffic"” might for example, require “Operationalise "Decrease plane turn-around time"” and 
therefore, the step having as input the context <Roissy airport today, Operationalise goal 
"increase passenger traffic"> will have as output the context <Roissy airport plane movement 
description, Operationalise goal " Decrease plane turn-around time">. 
 It could also happen that the EKD engineer knows exactly how to “Operationalise goal X”, 
by reducing the goal into sub-goals X1 and X2, etc.. The decision made by the EKD engineer 
at this step s1 will consist of an action to replace goal X by a new structure. However, the 
change in the product raises new situations. For example, step s2 can contribute to the 
emergence of the two contexts: <Goal X1, Associate design model to X1> and <Goal X2, 
Operationalise X2>. 
3.2. The EKD process is incremental and dynamic 
 The suggested way-of-working makes the EKD process iterative, each step of the process 
repeating the EKD decision making pattern. As a consequence, the product (i.e., the new 
business processes of the company) is incrementally constructed. This suggests a spiral 
representation of the process. In addition, the sequencing of steps is not fixed. Steps 
dynamically follow one another. This is brought about by the decision making pattern, which 
does not impose any predefined sequence of the decision making process but allows EKD 
engineers to switch from one context to another, depending on new situations and changes. 
3.3. The EKD process is supported by software tools 
 Both the information system and the software community have automated their methods 
and now use tools. So is the EKD approach. The support provided by the EKD tool 
environment comprises three aspects (1) guidance based on the EKD way-of-working; (2) trace 
of the EKD process; and (3) backtracking and replay facilities. The generic tool MENTOR (co-
developed by one of the authors) supports the three aspects [57]. It is currently being 
customised to EKD.  
 3.3.1. Automated guidance support 
 The EKD environment provides guidance in the performance of the process by using the 
Dowson's framework [15] (figure 4). The framework introduces three interacting domains: process 
modelling, process performance, and process enactment. 
 Process modelling captures all activities performed for modelling the software development 
processes: process model definition, process model specialisation, etc.. Process enactment 
encompasses what takes place in a process to support process performance, based on the 
process definitions. This is essentially an interpretation of an instantiated process model that 
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guides, enforces, or partly automates process performance. The relationship between the 
process modelling and the process enactment domains is the instantiation of the process model. 
Process performance involves the set of activities conducted by human and non-human agents 
(e.g., the computer). The relationship between the process performance and the process 
enactment domains is twofold : (1) support, control, and monitoring of activities of the process 
performance domain, and (2) the feedback performance for process adjustment. 
 The process model supporting the EKD way-of-working comprises three classes of process 
model fragments : generic method chunks ; EKD method chunks ; and domain specific method 
chunks. All chunks are stored in the repository of the EKD environment and accessible at any 
time. 
 3.3.2. Tracing support 
 Empirical studies [35] have shown that analysts and developers know very little about the 
process they go through. Process traceability is therefore an important issue in design. It can be 
divided into three parts: process execution, product evolution, and their relationships. 
Traceability has many uses in the design process, especially in the early phases of development 
where the requirements for the system are elicited and defined [42]. 
 Within EKD, the trace comprises both process and product aspects. The process trace itself 
keeps track of the application of the decision making pattern at each step. The step by step 
evolution of the product are stored as versions of the product, thus providing configuration 
management material. The relationship between the product and the process traces allows us to 
relate decisions to their effects on the product. 
 3.3.3. Backtracking and replay support 
 Backtracking to a previous step in the process may help by replaying the process in a 
different way. Replay is often necessary to support changes occurring during the process itself 
or later. Replay is another form of process enactment which is made possible by the enactment 
mechanism of the EKD tool. 
4. Guiding the EKD process 
 This section deals with the brief presentation of the process meta-model (see [39], [40] and 
[52] for a detailed presentation) underlying the decision making pattern and the way it provides 
guidance. 
4.1. The EKD decision making pattern 
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 The EKD decision making pattern is a reasoning mechanism supporting decision making by 
providing a set of predefined concepts, a library of guidelines and a set of predefined rules (see 
figure 5). The concepts identify the elements supporting the reasoning. The rules play a dual 
role. First, they help in the retrieval of the appropriated guidelines from the library. Second, 
rules are used to guide the decision making according to the guideline. Input and output of the 
rules are contexts.  
 The pattern can be compared to an expert system matching facts (the input context) to fact 
types (the guidelines) in order to generate new facts (the output contexts). The rules of the 
decision making pattern play a role similar to the inference engine of an expert system. When the 
EKD process is under the control of the tool environment, the matching activity is automated, 
whereas an EKD engineer working manually must remember or look up rules by hand.  
4.2. Concepts underlying the EKD decision making pattern: an overview of the process 
meta-model 
 Figure 6 depicts the core elements of the EKD process meta-model. As defined in section 
3.1, a context tightly couples a situation to an intention. A context corresponds to one step of 
the EKD process. A situation is built from an EKD product part and sets the product elements 
considered during one step of the process. An intention expresses the goal the EKD engineer 
has in mind, it has a target describing what should be the result of the decision made in this 
context. Similarly, a target is built from EKD product parts. Both situation, target and intention 
can be described at different levels of granularity from coarse to fine grain. 
4.3. Generic guidance 
 4.3.1. Using the generic guidance 
 The method repository has only one generic guideline : the generic method chunk or 
generic chunk. 
  The chunk is applicable in situations where the two other types of guidelines do not hold ; 
i.e. when there is no domain specific guideline available, nor EKD guideline meeting the 
current situation and intention. The guideline aims to fulfil the "help me" request. It proposes 
an help strategy for progressing in the EKD process that offers three options: do, plan, and 
choose. Each will correspond to a given type of context : executable, plan and choice context, 
respectively. Accordingly, the generic chunk provides three options: 
• do, which corresponds to a straightforward resolution strategy. It is chosen when the 
engineer knows exactly what needs to be done in order to fulfil the intention of the 
context. The EKD engineer is required to specify the design action(s) and their effects on 
the design product. We call this type of context executable. 
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• choose, which corresponds to a resolution strategy that requires the exploration of 
alternative paths. It is selected when the engineer thinks about different alternatives but 
has not make up his/her mind about the one to select. The engineer shall specify all 
possible alternatives and elaborate an argumentation for each of them. Based on the 
proposed arguments, the enactment leads to the selection of an alternative path that seems 
most appropriate. This is termed a choice context. 
• plan, which follows a planning strategy. The engineer already has a plan for achieving the 
intention. In this case, following a divide and conquer tactics, the EKD engineer will 
progress by building a plan consisting of decisions to be made. This is called a plan 
context. 
 
  Note that the two last options correspond to the classical reduction operator in the problem 
reduction approach to problem solving [38]. 
 Working with the do strategy means that the EKD engineer is able to specify the actions 
that operationalise the process goal and to execute them immediately. One should notice that 
the process is constructed dynamically, the generic chunk helping in identifying the case in 
hand (the do strategy) and providing the procedure to be followed (specifying actions and their 
impact on the product). 
 The plan context corresponds to a well-known approach in strategic decision making : state 
a plan and then execute the plan [61]. Again, this is dynamic. The EKD engineer working in a 
plan context will state the components of the plan he/she has in mind as new contexts and will 
enact them immediately. 
 4.3.2. Revising the process meta-model 
 While presenting the use of generic knowledge we refined the notion of context by defining 
three types of context : executable, choice, and plan. These are generic properties of contexts 
that we introduce in the meta-model. Figure 7 summarises the different concepts completing 
the first version of the process meta-model. 
 The different types of contexts are modelled as sub-types of the concept of context and 
therefore share the same structure <situation, decision>. The different components 
(respectively alternatives) of a plan context (respectively choice context) are contexts too. This 
provides the means of constructing hierarchies of contexts that are needed to represent complex 
decision based processes. 
 There are some major differences between the various types of contexts. There is no 
alternative in an executable context. The execution of a choice context has no direct 
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consequence on the product under development. A choice context allows progress in the 
change process by refining the intention whereas an executable context directly implement the 
intention. Plan contexts provide a different type of progress. They help in decomposing a high 
level intention into sub-intentions and therefore simplify the given context by decomposing it. 
 It may be argue that this process meta-model is too complex. However, one principle at the 
core of several machine learning system [60] is : "The more knowledge at the meta level, the 
more knowledge based guidance can be provided to acquire requirements fragments at the 
domain level." 
  4.3.3. Extending the decision making pattern for supporting co-operative work processes 
 Parts of the EKD process are dealing with ill-defined problems for which even the generic 
guidance provided by the decision making pattern might be found to be too inflexible. The 
elicitation of goals is an example. Setting the opportunities, weaknesses, threats and strengths 
for a change process is another. As pinpointed in [2] and [12], finding goals is very hard and 
there is not yet a way of solving this problem efficiently. Organising co-operative work 
sessions and brainstorming are probably the best approaches to deal with this kind of highly 
creative activity. The problem is therefore, to be able within the EKD way-of-working, to 
support both ill-structured and well (or better)-structured procedures. 
 However, the decision making pattern proposes different types of guidance that could be 
too inflexible. These observations leads us to extend the decision making pattern in order to 
support also the creative part of work processes.  
 4.3.4. Extending the process meta-model 
 Since there are a number of participating users in ill-structured co-operative activities, there 
is a need to have a way to represent conversations in the process meta-model. Additionally, it is 
necessary to explicitly bring the notion of a role to the process meta-model. 
 4.3.4.1. The concept of role 
 In the EKD approach, we are dealing with co-operative design processes. Acting within a 
context corresponds to a step in the co-operative process to which various stakeholders 
participate with well defined roles: in a given situation, the EKD engineer has an intention, and 
that makes him/her enter into a co-operative process. 
 A role is the definition of the needs shared by the collection of users, all of whom have the 
same privileges and obligations to a set of work processes in an organisation. We introduce the 
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concept of role, and then, specialise it into individual role and group role (figure 8). Each 
context is attached to a role. 
 In the ATC case study, examples of roles are as follows: 
- Airport manager (individual role) 
- ATC centre manager (individual role) 
- Risk elucidation group (group role containing the airport manager, the ATC manager, and 
other individual roles) 
 4.3.4.2. Specialisation of the action and product concepts 
 We are dealing with group activities, in the sense that several participants can 
synchronously act together by exchanging messages. In the context of the EKD process, we 
represent ill-structured and highly creative co-operative work sessions by using the 
conversation concept and introduce a conversational action. This leads us to classify actions 
into two types : individual and conversational. 
 Performing an action changes the product and may generate a new situation which is itself, 
subject to new intentions. Individual actions perform transformations of design objects while 
conversational actions create messages. In order to take account for this distinction, we classify 
the concept of product into design object and message (figure 9). 
 We must represent conversational activities during the EKD process and keep track of the 
conversations. We introduce the message concept as the basic component of the conversational 
activity. A message may deal with several design objects. 
 The conversational action is performed by a group role. It creates several messages, each 
being produced by an individual role contained by the previous group role. 
 From any conversational action may emerge new contexts (figure 10). These can be 
executable and associated with actions that might be conversational and then trigger new 
contexts and so on. 
 We propose a further refinement of the concept of message based on works on Design 
rationale [10], etc. The refinement introduces a classification of messages into expression, 
argumentation and position (figure 11). An expression can suggest argumentations. These can 
support several positions. Finally, an expression can be suggested by any position. 
 4.3.5. Extending the generic guidance 
 We extend the generic method chunk in order also to provide co-operative activities. 
Indeed, the three previous options (do, choose, plan) must have a fourth option : brainstorm. 
This is supported by an argument "the current situation requires co-operative brainstorming". 
The associated alternative is an executable context <Input context, Use the brainstorm strategy, 
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EKD engineer>.  
 4.3.6. Illustrating the conversational action 
 We use an example from Air Traffic Control as a case study. Consider the context C: <(G1 
"minimise risks of accidents", Operationalise G1), Help me> attached to EKD engineer. 
Assume the EKD engineer does not know how to proceed and none of the three choices offered 
by the generic chunk is appropriate. In this case, he/she shall consider the option of calling a 
group of experts (we name it the "risk elucidation group") for a brainstorming session. 
Thus, the strategy needed for context C in the generic chunk is "brainstorm". The guidance 
provided by this strategy suggests the following tactics: 
(1) define the group role required, 
(2) execute a conversational action within the previously defined group role with the initial 
input context as its situation. 
 
The Risk elucidation group may be a role that contains stakeholders such as airport 
manager, ATC centre manager, a representative of airlines managers, a representative of pilots, 
and a local authority. 
The executable context is applied by a conversational action leading to the creation of 
several messages (figure 12). 
Possibly the flow of messages is: 
Message 1: (ATC centre manager) 
Have we got a report about reasons of world-wide accidents in the last five years ? 
Message 2: (Airport manager) 
No, we don't. But we have some information about the last three major accidents. 
Message 3: (ATC centre manager) 
So, what were the reasons ? 
Message 4: (Airport manager) 
In Strasbourg, France, it was a human error. 
At Delhi, it was due to two factors : heavy air traffic and human error. Due to his poor 
knowledge of the English language, the pilot misunderstood the message of the control 
tower. 
In the US, it was a confusion about the airport. The pilot made an error in ‘typing’ the 
airport and the computer understood the airport code as Bogota in South America, while 
the aircraft was to land in California. 
Message 5: (Representative of airlines managers) 
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So if we want to minimise risks of accidents we have to decrease risk of human error. 
Message 6: (Pilots representative ) 
Sometimes what is called human error is not really that. How can you decrease the 
human error in the accident in the US. You must consider computer systems errors. 
Message 7: (ATC centre manager) 
It's more convenient to talk about Human-Computer interface for this accident. 
So, our goals are to decrease risk of human error and review all human-computer 
interactions. 
Message 8: (Pilots representative) 
And what about the accident in Delhi ? The human error was not the unique reason, was 
it ? 
Message 9: (ATC centre manager) 
The number of aircraft allowed to cross the controlled airspace is too high in Delhi. 
Message 10: (Local authority) 
Precisely, for 2 years local authorities have been arguing that this number must be 
decreased here too. People living near the airport are disturbed because of the noise 
especially during late/early take offs and landings. In order to minimise risks of 
accidents we must limit the number of aircraft allowed to cross the controlled airspace. 
 
As a conclusion of this message exchange, the conversational action generates three 
contexts as follows: 
- < Message 5, Create G2 : "decrease risk of human error"> 
- < Message 7, Create G3 :"review human-computer interactions"> 
- < Message 10, Create G4 :"limit the number of aircraft allowed to cross the controlled 
airspace">. The new contexts are inserted in the contexts pile for further processing. 
 4.3.7. Formalising the generic method chunk 
 We advocate a formal representation of the generic chunk based on the process meta-model. 
Figure 13 visualises the generic chunk as a choice context using our graphical notations. The 
four strategies are the four alternative choices proposed by the context together with their 
related arguments. The guidance provided by the generic chunk can be simply summarised by 
four questions to the EKD engineer : 
 - Is your intention operationalisable through design actions? 
 - Can you set alternative ways for fulfilling your intention? 
 - Do you need a plan for making up your mind and achieving your intention? 
 - Do you need a co-operative work session for fulfilling your intention? 
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 The alternative contexts are executable; their associated actions guide the EKD engineer in 
performing things according to the option he/she chooses. 
 Our proposal is for a representation of all method chunks (generic, EKD dependent or 
domain dependent) in the EKD method base using the concepts of the process meta-model. 
4.4. EKD guidance 
 EKD guidance is based on EKD knowledge. Thus knowledge is needed for supporting EKD 
engineers in specifically undertaking the change process in an organisation using the EKD 
models. Using this knowledge allows us to speed up EKD processes because it concentrates on 
the resolution of EKD specific problems. 
4.4.1. Modelling EKD Knowledge 
 EKD knowledge supports the construction of different models representing the initial (the 
initial product) as well as the future state of the organisation (the design product), the 
expression of alternative strategies for change, as well as the evaluation of these strategies, and 
other kinds of activity, such as brainstorming, co-operative work, etc.. 
 We express this knowledge by using the process meta-model and the different types of 
context : executable, plan, and choice. However there is one major difference: the EKD 
knowledge is expressed at the type level ; i.e., the level of specific classes of EKD phenomena 
such as "identifying goals", "operationalising goals", "finding design models meeting specific 
goals", etc.. The type level is distinct from the instance level where one speaks of a specific 
goal or of a specific design model. It has also, to be differentiated from the meta-level dealing 
with generic concepts, such as 'product part' and 'intention'. The generic knowledge is at the 
meta-level whereas the EKD knowledge is at the type level.  
 More generally, the EKD knowledge can be re-used for decision based guidance in many 
different participative design processes within different companies. 
4.4.2. Using EKD guidance 
 The way EKD knowledge is used within the EKD decision making pattern is similar that for 
the generic guidance. The main difference lies in the retrieval of the method chunk. The 
retrieval of an EKD method chunk is based on matching: assuming that the engineer has chosen 
the input context, he/she must select an EKD method chunk where (1) the situation type 
matches the situation of the input context and (2) the intention of the method chunk matches 
that of the input context. Of course, this selection is greatly facilitated by the use of a software 
tool. 
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 The remaining part of the reasoning loop associated with the application of the EKD 
decision making pattern is similar to that previously discussed, but the EKD engineer is more 
guided.  
 We use a matrix presentation to overview the collection of chunks included in the EKD 
knowledge base. The chunks are the matrix elements. The columns of the matrix are intentions 
that arise during the EKD process. The rows of the matrix are techniques. The same technique 
can be used in different ways for different chunks. For example, a brainstorming strategy may 
be used for both satisfying the intention of "Detect goal conflict" and for "Solve goal conflict". 
 The essential benefit the EKD engineer gains is in its guidance. By following the heuristical 
knowledge embedded in the method chunk, the engineer is constantly aided. Part of the 
solution he/she has to find is provided by the chunk. Suggestions are made on the alternative 
strategies, predefined plans, etc.. 
4.5. Domain specific guidance 
 EKD domain specific guidance is based on EKD domain specific knowledge. The domain 
specific knowledge aims at providing guidance for solving very well focused problems in a 
specific domain. It is grounded on experience based knowledge and suggests reuse and 
adaptation of previously tested solutions. The benefits of using this type of knowledge is that it 
considerably shortens the decision process. 
 4.5.1. Modelling domain specific knowledge 
 In the context of Air Traffic Control, domain specific knowledge could suggest that the 
operationalisation of the goal G1: "Minimise risk of crashes" can be achieved in two ways : a 
decomposition of G1 into G2: "Maintain separation standards" and G3: "Decrease risk of 
human error" or a decomposition with G3 and G4: "Limit the number of aircrafts allowed to 
cross a controlled airspace". 
 4.5.2. Using domain specific guidance 
 The use of domain specific knowledge within the EKD decision making pattern is relatively 
unchanged from before. The difference lies in the fact that domain specific method chunks are 
defined at the instance level and therefore do not have to be instantiated when used. 
5. Global view of the EKD process 
5.1. An incremental design process 
 We view the EKD process as consisting of the iterative application of the decision making 
pattern. This leads to an incremental production of the EKD product ; i.e., of the various 
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models suggested in our approach. Consider a synthetic view of the key parts of the EKD set of 
models as depicted in figure 14. 
- the Enterprise Model provides a view of the current situation, its goals, problems, 
actors, activities and concepts; 
- the Goal Model represents the objectives for the new system; 
- the Design Model represents the solutions to meet the objectives; 
- Scenarios help in the validation of the solutions, particularly in illustrating how a 
given design model achieves the goals. 
 
 The incremental dimension of the process means that the Enterprise Model does not need to 
be completed before some goals for change are stated and even associated with some design 
model. In terms of decision making, it means that decisions are not made in a linear fashion. 
We can then split the process into :  
 - Model the current enterprise state 
 - Acquire goals 
 - Operationalise goals 
 - Generate design models 
 - Validate design models 
 
 In order to illustrate the non linearity of the process, consider two sequences in figure 15. 
As used in other approaches [7], [8], we propose a spiral representation. As illustrated in 
figure 16, the angular dimension shows the degree of completeness achieved by the current 
process. The radial dimension shows the progress that has been achieved and might be 
associated to a measure of the effort spent in the process. 
 Obviously, there is a logical order to be followed for some decisions. For example an 
"operationalisation" decision cannot be made if the corresponding "acquiring" decision has not 
be made. But it will be a constraining to force ; for example, all "acquiring" typed decisions to 
be made before any "operationalisation" decision. 
 Taking into account the ordering constraint between the five types of decision (Model - 
Acquire - Operationalise - Generate - Validate), the EKD process results in a hierarchy of 
spirals, as shown in figure 17. The hierarchy of plans reflects the logical ordering. Every turn 
of spiral in a plan might have several turns in the descendant plan which represent the 
succeeding steps of decisions of a type X performed as sons of the same father decision of type 
Y. The hierarchy of plans models the ordering constraint, the spiral movement means a relaxed 
completeness constraint on decisions made. 
5.2. The flow of EKD decisions is dynamically constructed 
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 Another interesting feature of the EKD process is its dynamic nature. The flow of decisions 
is not defined "a priori" but constructed dynamically. Therefore, the EKD engineer can switch 
from context to context depending on the changes. The output of one application of the pattern 
is one or more contexts that associate an intention to the situation in which it must be achieved. 
 The number of possible contexts that can be selected at a particular step s may be more than 
two. In fact, there is a pile of pending contexts. The pile represents the set of decisions that 
have to be made for the process to be completed. The pile is originally empty, grows in the 
beginning of the process as it proceeds and progressively reduces to an empty set at the end. 
Roughly speaking the process pushes and pulls decisions (in their contexts) from the pile. Each 
step makes a decision and may generate new decisions. 
 The selection of one context in the pile at a given point of time t is free. It is a choice that is 
offered to the involved stakeholders. They are free to proceed from step to step according to 
their view of the contexts to be pulled from the pile. Some guidance may be provided to help 
the EKD engineer making the choice. A situation matching mechanism is one example, a query 
language is another. The matching mechanism allows the user to select contexts in the pile that 
match existing EKD or Domain dependent chunks. Using the query language, the EKD 
engineer is able to select those contexts which match the current needs. 
6. Conclusion 
 The EKD decision making pattern is a reasoning mechanism supporting decision making by 
providing a set of predefined concepts, a library of guidelines and a set of predefined rules. 
First, rules help in the retrieval of the appropriated guideline from the library supporting 
decision making at that particular stage of the process ; i.e. in the current situation at hand. 
Secondly, rules are used to guide the decision making according to the guidelines. 
 The decision making pattern is tailored to provide guidance for all cases. In some cases, the 
pattern offers domain specific guidance. This happens when the library contains knowledge 
about the domain of the project that matches the current context. 
 The library also contains EKD specific guidelines that describe how to work with different 
EKD models following the EKD approach. These guidelines are independent of any particular 
domain but are based on EKD Method Knowledge. 
 Finally, if none of the two types of guidelines matches the current context of work, the 
generic guideline may operate ; it is the default option in some sense. Clearly, making guidance 
more specific increases its efficiency. However, the generic guideline allows the EKD process 
to be entirely based on guidance. 
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 We can view the reasoning mechanism offered by the decision making pattern as consisting 
of two main steps: selecting the relevant guideline from the library for the current situation and 
intention and then making a decision according to the guideline. Currently, we are 
implementing these guidelines in an electronic handbook which will eventually be made 
available on the World Wide Web. 
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Figure 6: Overview of the EKD process meta-model 
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Figure 7: The revised process meta-model 
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Figure 10: The co-operative process meta-model 
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Figure 11: Detailed description of the message concept 
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Figure 12: An executable context leading to the execution of a conversational action 
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Figure 13: Representing the generic knowledge with a choice context 
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Figure 15: Two possible traces of the decision making process 
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